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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Indices in Europe are selling off this morning, the benchmark EuroStoxx50 over
6.5% lower on the week so far as most sectors across the continent trade their lowest
levels since May. VIX elevated again this morning, now above $36.50 as futures contracts in
the US sell off along with their European counterparts.
Currencies: FX markets have remained quite calm this week given the heightened
volatility for equities. Dollar traders will wait for further clarity from the US Election next
week before committing heavily to one side. The ECB rate decision tomorrow could be a
risk event for the Euro and will be watched closely. 
Safe-havens: Gold is seeing its second consecutive week of sideways trade on lower
volumes, finding fair value at the $1,900 mark. Analysts expect the election result to be the
driving catalyst for the metal over the coming weeks. Sovereign bonds around the globe
are seeing another safe haven bid on Wednesday morning, German bund yields falling to
-0.640%, their lowest level since March.
Looking ahead: For economic data, the main release today will come from the Bank of
Canada at 15:00, with the Bank of Japan rate decision overnight tonight and ECB tomorrow
at 13:45. Tomorrow and Friday we will also get quarterly GDP data from the US and then
Germany, respectively. Next week the US Election and any subsequent stimulus package
will dominate market headlines. Today we get earning results from GSK, Mastercard,
Boeing, Visa, and many more big names.

Risk assets are selling off once again in Europe on Wednesday, with
stock markets seeing their third consecutive day in the red as the
virus continues to take a hold of the continent and Governments are
forced to consider full lockdowns to curb the spread. Investors are
likely concerned that this recent surge in new Covid-19 cases will
prompt a new wave of these nationwide lockdowns, which will
undoubtedly stifle the region's already tepid recovery during the final
quarter of the year.
French President Macron is due to give a speech this evening, and is
broadly expected to introduce new restrictions if not a full nationwide
lockdown. Similarly, the Belgian government will meet on Friday to
decide on restrictions while Spain has announced a state of
emergency. 
Looking across the Atlantic, the US late last week saw their highest
amount of new daily cases on record at over 81,000, pushing their
third wave of the virus into full swing. Overnight, the incumbent
President Trump commented that any stimulus package will have to
wait until after next week's election, further hurting shorter-term
investor sentiment.
Wednesday morning trade: EuroStoxx50 -2.25%, DAX30 -2.60%,
FTSE100 -1.35%, S&P500 futures -1.30%.

Risk-off Sentiment

Microsoft
US multinational tech giant Microsoft announced a better than
expected set of quarterly results after market close last night in New
York, driven by strong corporate demand for cloud-computing
services and an increase in videogaming and individual computer
purchases by consumers.
Microsoft saw a 32% jump in their adjusted earnings per share to
$1.82, beating analysts' forecasts for just $1.55. Revenues were 12%
higher coming in at $37.15b while EBITDA was 18.3% higher at
$18.52b, both beating forecasts.
In terms of forward guidance, the firm has said it expects the final
three months of the year to see revenues of between $39.6b -
$40.4b, slightly disappointing most Wall Street forecasts, and causing
the stock to trade lower in after hours trade.
MSFT shares are 2% lower in pre-market trade to $208.70 - they,
along with the other big tech names in the US, have seen profits soar
as a result of this year's lockdowns and general working from home,
with shares up over 35% year-to-date. We still see Microsoft as a
robust proxy to the FAANG stocks, and with a full-year P/E ratio of
31.4 times it is trading at a 25% discount to this basket of big tech
names, offering real value.
Microsoft have paid out a steady dividend for the past 10 years, and
at current prices will offer a dividend yield of 1.05% at their ex-
dividend date on November 18th, due to be paid out early December.


